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GENERAL CAPABILITIES & CROSS CURRICULUM PRIORITIES 
GENERAL CAPABILITIES Literacy Numeracy ICT Capability Critical and Creative Thinking Ethical Understanding Personal and Social Capability Intercultural Understanding General capabilities are represented within and across the learning areas to different degrees.  

CCP Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories & cultures Asia & Australia’s engagement with Asia Sustainability Cross curriculum priorities are embedded in all learning areas. They will have a strong but varying presence depending on their relevance to the learning areas. 

ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE 

Language variation & change 
Understand that different social 

and geographical dialects or 
accents are used in Australia in 
addition to Standard Australian 

English 

Language for social interaction 
Understand that strategies for 

interaction become more complex 
and demanding as levels of formality 

and social distance increase 

Evaluative language 
Understand the uses of objective 
and subjective language and bias 

Purpose, audience & structures 
Understand how authors often 
innovate on text structures and 
play with language features to 
achieve particular aesthetic, 
humorous and persuasive 

purposes and effects 

Text cohesion 
Understand that cohesive links 

can be made in texts by 
omitting or replacing words 

Sentence & clause level grammar 
Investigate how complex sentences 
can be used in a variety of ways to 
elaborate, extend and explain ideas 

Word level grammar 
Understand how ideas can be 

expanded and sharpened through 
careful choice of verbs, elaborated 

tenses and a range of adverb 
groups/phrases 

Visual language 
Identify and explain how analytical 

images like figures, tables, 
diagrams, maps and graphs 

contribute to our understanding of 
verbal information in factual and 

persuasive texts 

Vocabulary 
Investigate how vocabulary 

choices, including evaluative 
language can express shades 

of meaning, feeling and opinion 

Spelling 
Understand how to use knowledge of 
known words, word origins including 
some Latin and Greek roots, base 

words, prefixes, suffixes, letter patterns 
and spelling generalisations to spell new 

words including technical words 

Punctuation 
Understand the uses of 

commas to separate clauses 

LITERATURE 

Literature & context 
Make connections between students’ 

own experiences and those of characters 
and events represented in texts drawn 

from different historical, social and 
cultural contexts 

Personal responses  
Analyse and evaluate similarities and 
differences in texts on similar topics, 

themes or plots 

Evaluating texts 
Identify and explain how choices in 

language, for example modality, 
emphasis, repetition and metaphor 

influence personal response to different 
texts 

Features of literary texts 
Identify, describe, and discuss similarities 
and differences between texts, including 
those by the same author or illustrator, 
and evaluate characteristics that define 

an author’s individual style 

Language devices  
Identify the relationship between words, 
sounds, imagery and language patterns 
in narratives and poetry such as ballads, 

limericks and free verse 

Creating literary texts 
Create literary texts that adapt or 

combine aspects of texts students have 
experienced in innovative ways 

Experimentation & adaptation 
Experiment with text structures and 

language features and their effects in 
creating literary texts, for example, using 
imagery, sentence variation, metaphor 

and word choice 

Alphabet & phonic knowledge 
Understand how to use phonic knowledge and accumulated understandings 

about blending, letter-sound relationships, common and uncommon letter 
patterns and phonic generalisations to read and write increasingly complex 

words 

LITERACY 

Texts & the contexts in which 
they are used 

Compare texts including media 
texts that represent ideas and 

events in different ways, 
explaining the effects of the 

different approaches 

Listening & speaking interactions 
Participate in and contribute to 

discussions, clarifying and 
interrogating ideas, developing and 
supporting arguments, sharing and 
evaluating information, experiences 

and opinions 

Listening and speaking 
interactions 

Use interaction skills, varying 
conventions of spoken interactions 
such as voice volume, tone, pitch 

and pace, according to group size, 
formality of interaction and needs 

and expertise of the audience 

Oral presentations 
Plan, rehearse and deliver 
presentations selecting and 

sequencing appropriate content 
and multimodal elements for 

defined audiences and purposes, 
making appropriate choices for 

modality and emphasis 

Purpose & audience 
Analyse how text structures 
and language features work 

together to meet the purpose of 
a text 

Reading processes 
Select, navigate and read texts for a 

range of purposes applying 
appropriate text processing 

strategies and interpreting structural 
features, for example table of 
contents, glossary, chapters, 
headings and subheadings 

Comprehension strategies 
Use comprehension strategies to 

interpret and analyse information and 
ideas comparing content from a variety 

Creating texts 
Plan, draft and publish imaginative, 

informative and persuasive texts 
choosing and experimenting with 

text structures, language features, 
images and digital resources 
appropriate to purpose and 

audience 

Editing 
Reread and edit their students’ 

own and others’ work using 
agreed criteria and explaining 

editing choices 

Handwriting 
Develop a handwriting style that is 

legible, fluent and automatic and varies 
according to audience and purpose  

Analysing & evaluating texts 
Analyse strategies authors use to 

influence readers 

Use of software 
Use a range of software, including word 

processing programs, learning new 
functions as required to create texts 

MATHEMATICS 
PROFICIENCY STRANDS Understanding Fluency Problem Solving Reasoning The proficiency strands describe the actions in which students can engage when learning and using the content. While not all proficiency strands apply to every content description, they indicate the breadth of 

mathematical actions that teachers can emphasise. 

NUMBER & ALGEBRA 
Number & Place Value 

Identify and describe properties of prime, composite, 
square and triangular numbers 

Select and apply efficient mental and written 
strategies and appropriate digital technologies to 
solve problems involving all four operations with 

whole numbers 

Investigate everyday situations that use integers. 
Locate and represent these numbers on a number 

line 

Fractions and Decimals 
Compare fractions with related denominators and 

locate and represent them on a number line 

Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of 
fractions with the same or related denominators 

Find a simple fraction of a quantity where the 
result is a whole number, with and without digital 

technologies 

Add and subtract decimals, with and without digital 
technologies, and use estimation and rounding to check 

the reasonableness of answers 

MEASUREMENT & 
GEOMETRY 

Using units of Measurement 
Connect decimal representations to the metric 

system 

Using units of Measurement 
Solve problems involving the comparison of lengths 

and areas using appropriate units 

Using units of Measurement 
Interpret and use timetables 

Location and Transformation 
Investigate combinations of translations, reflections and 

rotations, with and without the use of digital  technologies 

Geometric Reasoning 
Investigate, with and without digital technologies, 

angles on a straight line, angles at a point and 
vertically opposite angles. Use results to find 

unknown angles 

Multiply decimals by whole numbers and 
perform divisions by non-zero whole numbers 

where the results are terminating decimals, with 
and without digital technologies 

Money and Financial Mathematics 
Investigate and calculate percentage discounts of 10%, 

25% and 50% on sale items, with and without digital 
technologies Convert between common metric units of length, 

mass and capacity 
Connect volume and capacity and their units of 

measurement 
Shape

Construct simple prisms and pyramids 
Introduce the Cartesian coordinate system using all four 

quadrants 

STATISTICS & 
PROBABILITY 

Chance 
Describe probabilities using fractions, decimals and 

percentages 

Conduct chance experiments with both small and 
large numbers of trials using appropriate digital 

technologies 

Compare observed frequencies across experiments 
with expected frequencies 

Data Representation and Interpretation 
Interpret and compare a range of data displays, 

including side-by-side column graphs for two 
categorical variables 

Interpret secondary data presented in digital media 
and elsewhere 

Multiply and divide decimals by powers of 10 Patterns and Algebra 
Continue and create sequences involving whole 

numbers, fractions and decimals. Describe the rule used 
to create the sequence 

Make connections between equivalent fractions, 
decimals and percentages 

Explore the use of brackets and order of operations to 
write number sentences 

SCIENCE 

SCIENCE 
UNDERSTANDING 

Biological Sciences Chemical Sciences Earth and Space Sciences Physical Sciences SCIENCE AS A HUMAN 
ENDEAVOUR 

(Yrs 5-6) 

Nature and Development of Science Use and Influences of Science 
The growth and survival of living things are 
affected by the physical conditions of their 

environment 

Changes to materials can be reversible or 
irreversible 

Sudden geological changes and extreme 
weather events can affect Earth’s surface 

Electrical energy can be transferred and 
transformed in electrical circuits and can be 

generated from a range of sources 

Science involves testing predictions by gathering data and using 
evidence to develop explanations of events and phenomena and 

reflects historical and cultural contributions 

Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and inform 
personal and community decisions 

SCIENCE INQUIRY 
SKILLS (Yrs 5-6) 

Questioning and Predicting Planning and Conducting Processing and Analysing Data and Information Evaluating Communicating 
With guidance, pose clarifying questions 

and make predictions about scientific 
investigations 

Identify, plan and apply the elements of scientific 
investigations to answer questions and solve problems using 
equipment and materials safely and identifying potential risks 

Decide variables to be changed and measured in fair 
tests, and observe measure and record data with 
accuracy using digital technologies as appropriate 

Construct and use a range of representations, including tables 
and graphs, to represent and describe observations patterns or 
relationships in data using digital technologies as appropriate 

Compare data with predictions and use 
as evidence in developing explanations 

Reflect on and suggest improvements to scientific 
investigations 

Communicate ideas, explanations and processes 
using scientific representations in a variety of ways, 

including multi-modal texts 

HUMANITIES and SOCIAL SCIENCES 

HASS Skills 
(Yrs 5-6) 

Questioning & Research  
Identify current understandings, consider possible 
misconceptions and identify personal views on a 

topic (e.g. KWL chart, concept map) 

Develop and refine a range of questions 
required to plan an inquiry 

Locate and collect information and/or data from a 
range of appropriate primary sources and 
secondary sources (e.g. museums, media, 

library catalogues, interviews, internet) 

Record selected information and/or data using a 
variety of methods (e.g. use graphic organisers, 

paraphrase, summarise) 

Use ethical protocols when gathering information 
and/or data (e.g. acknowledge the work of 

others, reference work appropriately, obtain 
permission to use photographs and interviews) 

Evaluating  
Draw and justify conclusions, and give explanations, based on 
the information and/or data in texts, tables, graphs and maps 

(e.g. identify patterns, infer relationships) 

Use decision-making processes (e.g. share opinions and 
personal perspectives, consider different points of view, 

identify issues, develop possible solutions, plan for action, 
identify advantages and disadvantages of different options) 

Analysing 
 Use criteria to determine the relevancy of 

information (e.g. consider accuracy, reliability, 
publication date, usefulness to the question) 

Interpret information and/or data collected (e.g. 
sequence events in chronological order, 

identify cause and effect, make connections 
with prior knowledge) 

Identify different points of 
view/perspectives in information and/or 

data (e.g. analyse language, identify 
motives) 

Translate collected information and/or data in 
to a variety of different formats (e.g. create a 

timeline, draw maps, convert a table of 
statistics into a graph) 

Communicating & Reflecting  
Present findings, conclusions and/or arguments, appropriate 
to audience and purpose, in a range of communication forms 
(e.g. written, oral, visual, digital, tabular, graphic, maps) and 

using subject-specific terminology and concepts 

Develop a variety of texts, including narratives, descriptions, 
biographies and persuasive texts, based on information 

collected from source materials 

Reflect on learning, identify new understandings and act on 
findings in different ways (e.g. suggest additional questions to 
be investigated, propose a course of action on an issue that is 

significant to them) 

HASS 
KNOWLEDGE & 

UNDERSTANDING 

Key concepts: sources, continuity and change, cause and effect, perspective, empathy                                                                             HISTORY: Australia as a Nation 
Key figures (e.g. Henry Parkes, Edmund Barton, George Reid, John Quick), ideas and events (e.g. the Tenterfield Oration, the Corowa 

Conference, the referendums) that led to Australia's Federation and Constitution, including British and American influences on Australia's system 
of law and government (e.g. Magna Carta, federalism, constitutional monarchy, the Westminster system, the Houses of Parliament) 

Experiences of Australia's democracy and citizenship, including the status and rights of Aboriginal people and/or Torres Strait Islander 
Peoples, migrants, women and children 

Stories of groups of people who migrated to Australia (including from one Asian country), the reasons 
they migrated (e.g. push–pull factors) and their contributions to society 

Key concepts: place, space, environment, interconnection, scale, sustainability, change                                                                   GEOGRAPHY: A diverse and connected world 
The location of the major countries of the Asia region in relation to Australia and the 

geographical diversity within the region 
Differences in the economic characteristics (e.g. per capita income, energy consumption), 

demographic characteristics (e.g. population size, density) and social characteristics (e.g. life 
expectancy, education) of a selection of countries across the world 

The world's cultural diversity, including that of its indigenous peoples who live in different 
regions in the world, such as the Maori of Aotearoa (New Zealand), and the Orang Asli of 

Malaysia and Indonesia 

Australia's connections with countries (e.g. trade, migration, tourism, aid, education, defence, 
sport) and how these connections change people and places 

Key concepts: Westminster system, democracy, rights & responsibilities, justice                                                                                       CIVICS and CITIZENSHIP: Australia's system of government and citizenship 

The key institutions of Australia’s democratic system of government based on the Westminster 
system, including the monarchy, parliaments, and courts 

The roles and responsibilities of the three levels of government, including shared roles and 
responsibilities within Australia’s federal system 

How laws are initiated and passed through the federal parliament Who can be an Australian citizen, the formal rights and responsibilities, and shared values of 
Australian citizenship 

Key concepts: scarcity, making choices, specialisation                                                                                                                          ECONOMICS and BUSINESS: Trade-offs and impacts of consumer and financial decisions 

Choices about the use of resources result from the imbalance of limited resources and unlimited 
wants (i.e. the concept of scarcity) 

Decisions about the alternative use of resources result in the need to consider trade-
offs (e.g. using the land to grow crops or to graze cattle) 

The impact consumer purchasing decisions can have on a family, the broader community (e.g. purchasing 
from the local growers' market or a supermarket chain) and the environment (e.g. pollution, waste) 

Businesses provide goods and services in different ways (e.g. shopping centres, local markets, 
online stores, small independent stores, remote community stores) to earn revenue 
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THE ARTS 

 DANCE DRAMA MEDIA ARTS MUSIC VISUAL ARTS 

MAKING 
Ideas 

Choreograph dance, exploring character and mood that communicates 
meaning 

 Dramatic action (the driving force and forward motion of drama to create 
dramatic meaning) driven by narrative structure and dramatic tension 
 Script formatting and conventions, including planning and documentation 
Improvisation skills (finding a resolution and signalling a conclusion) to 
enhance drama 
 Improvisation skills (finding a resolution and signalling a conclusion) to 
enhance drama 

 Exploration on how narrative structures and tension engage an 
audience  
 Exploration of stories and ideas from different viewpoints 

 Improvisation with, and manipulation, of the elements of music 
to create simple compositions and arrangements 
 Communication of music ideas using symbols and/or standard 
notation, terminology and available technology 

 Exploration of artworks inspired by observation or imagination from various artists 
and cultures that use materials and techniques to enhance the artist’s belief or 
viewpoint 
 Application of arts elements by selecting techniques and materials to 
communicate an idea, belief, opinion or viewpoint 

MAKING 
Skills 

Selection and integration of the four (4) elements of dance (BEST) to 
choreograph dance 
 Body: body parts (gestures); body actions (arm and leg gestures that 
lead toward, away from and around own); body zones (front, back, 
sideways, cross-lateral); body bases (feet, knees, hands, buttocks) 
 Energy: controlling and combining different movement qualities (smooth 
to jagged, floppy to stiff, varying dynamics); force (lightness, strength, slash, 
press, flick) 
 Space: levels (medium, low, high, moving between levels); direction 
(forward and backward, diagonal, circular); group formations (small or large 
groups of dancers in lines, circles, diagonals, clusters, squares) throughout 
the space; personal space and general space; positive and negative space; 
dimensions (big, small, narrow, wide); shape (straight, curved, angular, 
twisted, closed, circular, symmetry to asymmetry, angular to curved, 
centred, off-centred, complementary, contrasting); pathways (in the air with 
the arms, under, over, on the floor) 
 Time: tempo (fast, slow, slowing down, speeding up); rhythm (regular, 
irregular); stillness (pausing, freezing, holding a shape then continuing 
dance sequence); duration (long and short movements); 
acceleration/deceleration; accent (emphasis placed on a movement) 
Use of the choreographic devices of repetition, contrast, unison and canon 
when choreographing group dance 
Combinations of increasingly complex fundamental movement skills, 
incorporating spatial changes that develop body awareness, control, 
balance, strength, coordination, accuracy and alignment 
Safe dance practices, including knowing own body capabilities when 
participating in dance lessons or rehearsals	

Experimentation and refinement of eleven (11) elements of drama: 
 voice (loud, soft, varying loud and soft; pitch variation; pace; volume; clarity; 
projection) 
 movement (facial expressions and gestures to create belief in character and 
situation) 
 role (taking on the point of view of a fictional character; listening and 
responding in role; adopting a role and maintaining focus) 
 situation (establishing and sustaining a fictional setting) 
 space (establishing a clear setting) 
 character (communicating role traits; developing relationships between 
characters) 
 time (sense of time to create belief in drama) 
 tension (factors that contribute to suspense in stories; tension in characters’ 
relationships) 
 focus (framing drama to highlight and communicate key story elements and 
characters’ motivations) 
 mood (dramatic action created or emerging from the performance) 
 relationships (how relationships influence character development) 
when creating improvised, devised or scripted drama 

Exploration and experimentation with the codes (elements) and 
conventions of media:  
 technical (sequencing and editing images to support particular 
purposes; camera shots (close‐up, mid‐shot, long shot, full shot); 
camera angles (low angle, high angle, eye level))  
 audio (loudness and softness; music to convey a mood; sound 
effects)  
 written (editing text in a media work using available technologies; 
using signs in filming) 
 symbolic (using costumes and props to represent people as fictional 
and/or non‐fictional characters; manipulating familiar places to create 
fictional settings; manipulating natural light to enhance a shot; using 
body language to create meaning)  
when producing media work 

Reinforcing and consolidating aural and theory skills, including: 

 rhythm (simple time , , minim 

rest , compound metre , , 

) 
 tempo (changing tempos; terminology (accelerando, 
ritardando)) 
 pitch (intervals (recognising leaps and steps, tones, 
semitones); major scale) 
 dynamics (terminology and symbols (mezzo piano (mp), mezzo 
forte (mf))); expressive devices (accents) 
 form (rondo (ABACA); riff) 
 timbre (identify ensemble type recognising instrument groups 
(e.g. brass band, orchestra, jazz band); differences between 
acoustic and electronic sounds) 
 texture (two or more rhythmic or melodic patterns when played 
together; individual layers of sound (e.g. bass line, harmony line)) 

Development and application of techniques and processes when making 
artworks: 
 shape (familiar shapes; simple 2D shapes; geometric shapes; symmetrical 
shapes; tessellating shapes; asymmetrical shapes; composite shapes; space around 
shapes; geometric, organic; open, closed; abstract; view from top, side, bottom; 
positive, negative; convex, concave; exaggerated proportions; motifs; fonts) 
 colour (warm, cool colours); tints (mixing white); shades (adding black); 
monochromatic (all the colours of a single hue); colours of varying intensity; colour 
wheel; tertiary colour; expressive colours; natural colours 
 line (horizontal, vertical, diagonal, spiral; lines that show motion; thick, thin, 
dashed, continuous, broken; shows an edge line to indicate emotion; lines of various 
weights; implied lines for movement and depth; lines that create an illusion) 
 space (overlapping to show depth; horizon line; simple perspective (foreground, 
mid‐ground, background); geometric, organic; diminishing perspective; shading 
(create illusion of depth); focal point and one‐point perspective; basic facial 
proportions; horizontal and vertical symmetry) 
 texture (different man‐made and natural materials; etching by scratching through 
surfaces; texture quality (matte, sheen); piercing, pinching, pressing, embossing, 
scoring; textures created with a variety of tools, materials, and techniques; 
patterning) 
 value (mixing of shades; gradations of value)  
when creating artworks 
Use of two or more techniques and forms, such as digital imaging, wrapping, 
sculpture, mixed media 

MAKING 
Performance/ 

Production 

 Rehearsal techniques (consideration of feedback) to improve dance 
performances to engage an audience 
 Performance skills (using the expressive skills of focus, clarity and facial 
expressions to reflect character) engaged when presenting dance to an 
audience 

 Rehearsal techniques (the consideration of feedback) to improve drama 
performances to engage an audience 
 Performance skills and audience awareness (where performers are making 
connections and building trust with the audience) 

 Reflection on the codes and conventions of media used to persuade 
and engage an audience, including considering feedback 
 Protocols (permission for images and videos of individuals to be 
used, use of borrowed materials) in media works shown in public 

 Rehearsal techniques (consideration of feedback to improve 
musical performances as a soloist and ensemble members) to 
engage an audience  
 Performance skills engaged (when working collaboratively as a 
group to sing in tune, keep in time, and maintain their own parts) 

 Reflection on how ideas, feelings, beliefs and viewpoints have been expressed to 
an audience, including considering feedback 
 Consideration of effective display of artworks to enhance meaning and audience 
interpretation 

RESPONDING  Factors that influence dance in particular cultures, times and contexts 
 Responses that explain how the elements of dance, choreographic 
devices and design concepts (lighting, costumes, props, set) are used to 
communicate meaning in dance, using dance terminology 

 Factors that influence drama in different cultures, times and contexts 
 Responses that explain how the elements of drama and production 
elements are used to communicate meaning in drama, using drama 
terminology 

 Regulation and ethical behaviour in media, including the role of 
organisations and communities 
 Factors that influence media in different cultures and times 
 Responses that involve describing how the codes, conventions and 
story principles communicate meaning, using media terminology 

 Factors that influence musical styles in particular cultures, 
times and contexts  
 Responses that identify and explain how the use and 
combination of the elements of music define a particular style or 
context, using relevant music terminology 

 Consideration of how artworks can be interpreted differently by audiences 
 Factors that influence artworks from different social, cultural and historical times 
 Responses that involve explaining the effective use of the artistic elements and 
techniques, considering how the artist uses symbolic meaning to communicate ideas 
and messages, using visual arts terminology 

TECHNOLOGIES 
TECHNOLOGIES 

PROCESSES AND 
PRODUCTION SKILLS  

Investigating & defining Desiging Producing & implementing Evaluating Collaborating & managing 
Define a problem, and a set of sequenced steps, with users 

making decisions to create a solution for a given task 
Identify available 

resources 
Design, modify, follow and represent both diagrammatically, and in written text, alternative 

solutions using a range of techniques, appropriate technical terms and technology 
Select, and apply, safe procedures when using a variety of 

components and equipment to make solutions 
Develop collaborative criteria to evaluate and justify design 

processes and solutions 
Work collaboratively, considering resources and safety, to plan, publish and 

manage projects, including sequenced steps 

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGIES 

KNOWLEDGE & 
UNDERSTANDING  

Technologies & society Engineering principles and systems Food and fibre production Food specialisations Materials and technologies specialisations 
How people address competing considerations, including sustainability when 

designing products, services and environments for current and future use 
Electrical energy and forces can control movement, sound or light in a 

product or system 
Past performance, and current and future needs are considered when 

designing sustainable food and fibre systems for products 
Principles of food preparation for healthy eating Characteristics, properties and safe practice of a range of materials, 

systems, tools and equipment; and evaluate the suitability of their use 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 

KNOWLEDGE & 
UNDERSTANDING 

Digital systems Representation of data 
PROCESSES & PRODUCTION 

SKILLS  

Collecting, managing and analysing data Digital implementation 
Digital systems have components with basic functions 

and interactions that may be connected together to 
form networks which transmit different types of data 

Whole numbers are used to represent data in a 
digital system 

Collect, sort, interpret and visually present different types 
of data using software to manipulate data for a range of 

purposes 

Design, modify, follow and represent both diagrammatically, 
and in written text, simple algorithms (sequence of steps) 
involving branching (decisions) and iteration (repetition) 

Implement and use simple visual programming 
environments that include branching (decisions), 

iteration (repetition) and user input 

Manage the creation and communication of 
information, including online collaborative projects, 
using agreed social, ethical and technical protocols 

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

PERSONAL, SOCIAL AND 
COMMUNITY HEALTH  

Being healthy, safe and active Communicating and interacting for health and wellbeing Contributing to healthy and active communities 
Ways that personal 
identities change 

over time 

Strategies and resources to understand and 
manage the changes and transitions 
associated with puberty, such as: 
 minimising and managing conflict 
 recognising and building self-esteem 
 selecting and managing relationships 

Criteria that can be 
applied to sources of 
information to assess 

their credibility 

Strategies that promote a healthy lifestyle, such as: 
 refusing medicines, tobacco, alcohol or other drugs 
 improving the nutritional value in meals 
 increasing physical activity 
 being safe in an online environment 

Skills to establish and manage positive relationships, such as: 
 showing respect and empathy 
 being cooperative 
 actively listening 
 being trustworthy 
 accepting differences 

Situations in which emotions can influence decision-making: 
 in peer group 
 with friends 
 with family 
 during sporting or physical activities 

 

Preventive health measures that can promote and maintain community health, safety and 
wellbeing, such as: 
 creating social connections for better mental health 
 meeting physical activity recommendations 

 

MOVEMENT & PHYSICAL 
ACTIVITY 

Moving our body Understanding movement Learning through movement 
Fundamental movement skills 
demonstrating adjustment of force 
and speed to improve accuracy 
and control 

Linking of fundamental movement skills to 
specific skills used in organised games, 
sports and activities, such as linking 
kicking to passing and shooting in soccer 

Basic strategies and tactics to successfully achieve an 
offensive or defensive outcome or goal: 
 use of appropriate skills 
 spatial awareness 
 relationship to and with objects, people and space 

Benefits of regular physical activity and physical 
fitness to health and wellbeing: 
 control of weight and blood fats, such as 

cholesterol 
 improved concentration 

The manipulation and modification of the 
elements of effort, space, time, objects and 
people, and their effects on movement skills 

Interpersonal skills in physical activities, such as: 
 encouragement of others 
 negotiation and sharing roles and 

responsibilities 
 dealing with conflicts and disagreements 

Solutions to movement challenges 
through the use of basic strategies 
and tactics 

Modification of rules and scoring systems in 
physical activities to create a more inclusive 
game and fairer contest 

	


